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Abstract — In response to the Presidential Memorandum on Wireless Innovation and the recommendation of the Presidential Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST), the federal government has begun the process of organizing a National Advanced Spectrum and Communications Test Network (NASCTN) under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Commerce (DOC). The intent of this organization is to provide a single place for information about and access to all federally owned, operated or funded spectrum test facilities. This paper describes the NASCTN effort and the processes that are being developed to support its role as a focal point for spectrum sharing testing in the federal government.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The U.S. President noted in his memoranda on unleashing the wireless broadband revolution [1] and expanding America’s leadership in wireless innovation [2] that “expanding the availability of spectrum for innovative and flexible commercial uses... will further promote our Nation's economic development by providing citizens and businesses with greater speed and availability of coverage, encourage further development of cutting edge wireless technologies, applications, and services and help reduce usage charges for households and businesses.” It was also noted that “…we must make available even more spectrum and create new avenues for wireless innovation.”

Likewise non-federal agencies have noted that re-allocation or sharing between federal and commercial users will be a key component of the strategy to meet growing demands for spectrum [3].

The U.S. Department of Commerce (DOC) has been tasked [2] to facilitate discussions between the federal agencies and non-federal entities with the intent of improving information sharing and collaboration to identify opportunities for the agencies to relinquish, repurpose or share their frequency allocations. As a part of that effort, the DOC is establishing the Center for Advanced Communications (CAC) that provides a single point-of-contact for key interagency issues related to federal spectrum efforts and resources and in so doing creates new functionalities.

One of these new functionalities is the National Advanced Spectrum and Communications Test Network (NASCTN). NASCTN will take leadership roles in the evaluation of new spectrum sharing technologies. NASCTN will coordinate the use of a national network of test facilities, modeling and simulation (M&S), and laboratory capabilities, and laboratories across federal, academic, and commercial entities [4]. NASCTN will coordinate the federal efforts of DOC and the Department of Defense (DOD) spectrum sharing. Additional federal agencies’ efforts in this area will be included in the finalized Memorandum of Agreement (MOA).

This paper describes the planned operations of the NASCTN functionality and how it will facilitate the use of available agencies’ test facilities, M&S, and laboratory capabilities in support of spectrum sharing research and engineering. Details are provided on how NASCTN will facilitate the use of existing spectrum sharing capabilities and information. Future process planning and inter-agency coordination issues are presented.

II. NASCTN OPERATION

A. Supporting Stakeholders

NASCTN’s operation will provide leadership in the identification and development of spectrum sharing concepts and technology; and act as a trusted agent to support impartial coordination.

1 The organization of the CAC and how NASCTN will be hosted are being finalized by DOC. To avoid confusion, NASCTN is represented as a function or capability in this paper.

2 DOD has elected not to support the NASCTN functionality in a multi-agency capacity but to establish a liaison team to NASCTN.
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evaluation of spectrum sharing capabilities through an integrated team of federal agencies [4]. It will support federal agencies and non-federal entities as they are developing or implementing spectrum sharing concepts and technology.

These operational goals are in line with both National Telecommunications and Information Administration’s (NTIA) emerging strategic plans and the DOD Strategic Plan for the Electromagnetic (EM) Spectrum [5]. Specifically, NASCTN could support the NTIA’s three goals of increasing cooperation between federal and non-federal entities; facilitating sharing methods and technologies; and improved information capabilities.

Likewise, NASCTN operations will support the DOD’s Strategic Plan for the EM Spectrum [5] by contributing to the development of spectrum-dependent capabilities that have increased spectrum efficiency, flexibility, and adaptability. It will also increase the agility of DOD spectrum operations and sharpen DOD responsiveness to spectrum regulatory and policy changes.

NASCTN’s operations in support of federal strategic plans for the spectrum are focused on [4]:

a. Providing the means to facilitate and coordinate work with other federal, academic and industrial users to rapidly and cooperatively facilitate spectrum sharing and co-existence studies;

b. Working together to fairly address the interests and equities of all spectrum stakeholders; and

c. Providing subject matter expert (SME) liaison efforts and support to coordinate and leverage existing national capabilities supporting government, academic, and industry evaluation known to the members to improve and expedite spectrum sharing and co-existence.

NASCTN will support this focus by providing the key functionalities of:

a. Creating a trusted capability for federal, academic, and industry spectrum users to facilitate spectrum sharing studies; optimize access to engineering capabilities; and engage federal, academic, and industry spectrum users in active collaboration;

b. Performing outreach and engagement activities within their respective communities in order to identify spectrum-related evaluation needs, and to disseminate information about the availability and access requirements of engineering capabilities;

c. Protecting information, proprietary, classified, and sensitive, pursuant to applicable agreements, regulations, and statutes while facilitating maximum dissemination of controlled information;

d. Providing a source for spectrum test data, analyses, and reports that can be made available to federal, academic, and industry spectrum users to assist in testing, technology assessments, and other research; and

e. Facilitating coordination, rapid access, and engagement of stakeholder engineering capabilities.

As a part of the NASCTN function to facilitate and coordinate spectrum testing, NASCTN accumulated information may be used by others to improve future research activities. For example, the DOD is working on integrating NASCTN produced information with their Science and Technology spectrum processes.

B. **NASCTN Internal and External Relationships**

Maintaining impartiality and providing a trusted relationship amongst the many stakeholders will be critical to an effective and efficient NASCTN functionality. Diverse interests such as commercial development of new wireless technology and operational considerations of federal agencies must be balanced to meet the goals of the Presidential Memorandum [2]. CAC will provide a nationally recognized joint project office that will be the focal point for stakeholder engagement across industry, government, and academia. It will address their research challenges; it will improve access to unique facilities and capabilities, and work with industry and government leaders to prioritize and address the growing need for measurements and standards to support advanced spectrum sharing technology.

CAC will provide the entry point for NASCTN capabilities. The processes used by CAC must be open and unrestricted to enable both federal and non-federal interests. Only through transparent processes can the stakeholder community be effectively engaged.

CAC must maintain direct working relations with the NASCTN engaged federal agencies to clearly define roles and responsibilities. CAC is working to finalize the roles, responsibilities, and other agreements for the initial group of agencies. It is anticipated that the concept of a NASCTN Steering Committee organized around senior representatives from the various federal agencies will provide a key coordination capability.

C. **NASCTN Outreach**

The core of NASCTN’s effectiveness will be its ability to reach across all—federal, commercial, and academic—spectrum related activities. NASCTN will actively engage the spectrum community rather than wait for specific opportunities.

The outreach as currently envisaged will inform the community of the NASCTN spectrum sharing forum, identify current spectrum sharing activities and plans (both federal and non-federal), and begin to identify testing capabilities across the community.

III. **Facilitating Spectrum Sharing Testing**

NASCTN will base its efforts to promote spectrum sharing on identifying available and coordinating the use of existing national test facilities and laboratories; expanding the sharing
of spectrum information; and creating a forum for impartial
discussions of the scientific or technical basis for the
potentially conflicting interests of federal and non-federal
entities.

A. Test Facilities

Across the federal government and integral to many non-
federal entities there are a number of test facilities, M&S tools,
and laboratory capabilities. These facilities represent
significant capabilities, as well as substantial capital
investments. Leveraging the unique capabilities of each of
these facilities provides an opportunity to reduce cost by
avoiding duplication; improve overall test capability by
accessing a broad suite of facilities’ expertise; and provide
unique venues for research and development.

In the near future, NASCTN will serve as a clearing house
for federal agencies and non-federal entities to identify test
facilities and provide a means for coordinating access to their
capabilities. Cataloged facilities will initially be federal
capabilities and will eventually expand out to include other
facilities such as those in academia and commercial industry.
NASCTN is currently collecting pertinent spectrum test
information on test capabilities and laboratories. For example,
there are twenty three test and training ranges in the DOD
that include large air, land, and littoral test areas [6] that could be
made available for spectrum testing.

NASCTN will strive to minimize the difficulty in using the
available test facilities and laboratories by establishing
standard methods for scheduling, planning, and using federal
facilities through a common process that includes pre-approved
MOAs, facility use agreements (FUAs), and catalogs of
capabilities. This support will tend to reduce the time to
coordinate test facility use and make that use more economical.

B. Information Sharing

Spectrum activities including spectrum test planning and
spectrum testing generate a large volume of data. Further
complicating the ability to locate and use this data is an
environment of proprietary, sensitive, and classified interests.
NASCTN will operate as a clearing house of spectrum test
data and information. By using spectrum information including
lessons learned, historic information, and controlled
information, spectrum tests should become more effective and
efficient. In coordination with the CAC, NASCTN will work
to establish procedures to improve information sharing speed
and processes.

The lack of availability of information that is proprietary,
sensitive or classified has been a major obstacle to effective
sharing of spectrum information. NASCTN will work within
the federal agencies to develop a more consistent means for the
transfer of information. It is also working within DOD to
determine a method for the sharing of currently classified
spectrum information.

C. Trusted Agent

Trusted Agent is the term being used to indicate an
unbiased intermediary or group that facilitates access to all, but
primarily to sensitive, spectrum related information [7]. The
importance of this type of information access was noted during
the Commerce Spectrum Management Advisory Committee
(CSMAC) [8]. DOC is using the CSMAC effort as a guide for
developing a trusted agent role for NASCTN.

The trusted agent role will leverage the information sharing
capability of NASCTN to create a more effective dialog and
coordination among the federal and non-federal agencies.

IV. NASCTN FURTHER WORK

A. Roles and Relationship Development

NASCTN is a new functional capability for DOC and its
federal partners. As such, many organizational roles and
responsibilities need to be reviewed and clarified. For
example, how the NASCTN function will be leveraged to
support the Inter-range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) needs to be
determined.

To promote the identification, description, and
development of the working relationships of NASCTN, DOC
is preparing to conduct a Table Top Exercise, a group
discussion of a simulated spectrum sharing situation, to explore
how the CAC will interact with the NASCTN. The identified
organizational relationships and specifics of information
required to support the new roles and responsibilities will be
identified. It is anticipated that significant progress will be
made on this effort this fiscal year.

In addition, as NASCTN identifies potential relationships
with non-federal entities, it will work with all stakeholders to
identify NASCTN roles and responsibilities to the community.

B. Process Development

NASCTN’s support of spectrum sharing efforts requires
efficient processes that meet the requirements of federal
agencies and non-federal entities. The NASCTN processes
must meet the information content, timeliness, and governance
standards of DOC and the spectrum community. To
accomplish these goals, NASCTN processes will leverage the
processes and lessons learned from CSMAC efforts.

Also, to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of
NASCTN support, Table Top Exercises will be used
periodically. Each Table Top Exercise will expand visibility
into NASCTN and provide a means for identifying
improvements.

NASCTN functionality does not include any spectrum
management processes. Current federal spectrum management
processes remain intact and will not be affected by NASCTN.

C. Ten Year Plan

The future of spectrum sharing has been quantified to a
large degree by the NTIA Ten Year Plan [9, 10]. The spectrum
management community has a number of potential sharing
opportunities identified in this plan; however, spectrum sharing
is a complex problem with competing interests.

The rewards for making additional spectrum available in
the bands proposed by the NTIA Ten Year Plan depend on
developing reliable means for efficient and effective sharing of
the spectrum [11]. NASCTN will concentrate its efforts in these areas to improve coordination and collaboration for new and innovative spectrum sharing. Sharing information and establishing trust across the community will significantly improve the likelihood of success in adopting new sharing techniques and technology in these bands.
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